Permafrost Coastal Systems
Network (PerCS-Net)
The Permafrost Coastal Systems Network accelerates the process of scientific
discovery, facilitates public access to scientific data, and promotes
convergence through an international, transdisciplinary network focused on
science, engineering, and societal issues associated with permafrost-affected
coasts and communities in the Arctic.

Summer/Fall 2022
Recent Paper Published in Nature Climate Change
Several PerCS-Net members contributed
to a research article published in Nature
Climate Change that predicts that coastal
erosion on the pan-Arctic scale will exceed
its historical range of variability and
increase two to three times by the end of
the 21st Century. Nielsen et al. (2022)
developed a simplified semi-empirical
model to produce twenty-first-century
pan-Arctic coastal erosion rate projections.
The model accounts for physical, thermal
and mechanical drivers of erosion and is
flexible enough to run at Earth-systemmodel scales. The outputs generated by
this new study will help inform future
impacts to arctic coastal communities, land
loss and associated permafrost carbon flux
estimates, and the role of Arctic coastal
erosion on the changing Arctic Ocean, its
role as a global carbon sink, and the
permafrost–carbon feedback.

Arctic Coastal Network
(ACN) Retreat

PerCS-Net, the European Space Agency
project
Earth
Observations
for
Permafrost-Dominated Coasts (EO4PaC)
and the EU Horizon Nunataryuk project
are co-organizing the upcoming Arctic
Coastal Network (ACN) Retreat that will
take place in Mystic, CT from 16-21
October 2022. The ACN Retreat will
involve 40 participants from National and
International locations. The focus of the
retreat is on the development of Version 2
of the Arctic Coastal Dynamics Database
as well as a synthesis paper highlighting
coastal permafrost vulnerability in the
context of the permafrost region.

ARCUS Arctic Research Seminar Series - Decomposing Submarine
Permafrost in the Canadian Beaufort Sea
The Arctic Research Consortium of the U.S. (ARCUS) invites registration for the
next Arctic Research Seminar featuring Charlie Paull, Senior Scientist at the
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI). The presentation, titled
Decomposing Submarine Permafrost in the Canadian Beaufort Sea, will be held via
Zoom on Wednesday, 5 October 2022 at 9:00 a.m. AKDT (1:00 p.m. EDT).
Sediments beneath the Arctic continental shelf are undergoing substantial warming.
This warming is associated with the sea level transgression at the end of the last ice
age, when relatively warm ocean water flooded over a much colder terrestrial
periglacial landscape. The warming is still propagating down into subsurface
sediments causing the glacial-aged permafrost wedge to thin and retreat landwards.
High-resolution bathymetric surveys of the shelf edge of the Canadian Beaufort Sea
reveal a remarkable coalescence of seafloor morphologic features that are attributed
to groundwater flow along relict permafrost boundaries that is causing segregated
ice in relict permafrost to melt.

Currently, PerCS-Net includes 188
members from 22 countries, with
nearly half of the network consisting
of early career researchers! Please help
us continue to bring together the
international coastal permafrost
community by providing material for
future quarterly newsletters and by
spreading the word through your own
networks.

Vision Statement
PerCS-Net envisions building:
A sustainable, pan-Arctic permafrost
coastal observatory network providing
coordinated and timely information to
researchers, managers, indigenous
stakeholders, and the general public
A transdisciplinary research network
that fosters linkages in order to
amplify the broader impacts of each
individual network and maintain a
circumpolar alliance for Arctic coastal
community information exchange
An international community that
fosters and empowers the next
generation of students, earlycareer researchers, and indigenous
communities faced with the known
and unknown challenges of the future
Arctic System.

Mendenhall Research Fellow
Position with the USGS
Coastal Arctic landscape-scale vulnerabilities to climate change impacts The Mendenhall Fellow may combine field observations and local knowledge
with modeling approaches to investigate the morphodynamics and effects of
permafrost degradation in coastal bluffs and barrier islands along the North
Slope of Alaska. Specific needs are to quantify erosion and associated material
fluxes, including carbon, that are exchanged between land and the coastal
ocean. These studies will address how climate-change impacts and natural
processes impact the stability of the coastal barrier islands that support fragile
ecosystems and protect mainland communities, infrastructure, and
traditional hunting and fishing grounds. Outreach and engagement with State
and local government, communities, and stakeholders to identify specific
information needs is encouraged. The candidate will ideally have a
background in coastal geology, oceanography, and/or permafrost
biogeochemistry.
Application Review Begins: 01 November 2022 (How to Apply)
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For more information, please consider joining PerCS-Net to keep informed about upcoming activities and new products –
https://permafrostcoasts.org. We are very excited to build this International Network of Networks with the community!

